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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 

 

 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS 
Session XCV 

 
General Body Meeting 

6:00 pm, Tuesday, March 29th, 2016 
Devon Hall 120 

 
Session XCV 
 
Roll Call - 702 
Flag Salute 
Approval of Minutes 
Kelling sec Kovach  
Chair’s Report- Austin gave me t-shirts,  so if you received an email they are in my office, emailed everyone 
who bought one. You have until end of session to pick them up. Today and tomorrow are elections. Please 
go ahead and vote, as I got here some problem with voting. You need to email election chair at OU.edu she 
can help you with that. She needs actual cases to see how many people impacting, please be respectful of 
people times, getting close to peoples time. Please listen when questions asked, if a lot of amendments please 
refer back to committee. Session switches next week. All of our news members will be joining us next week. 
Even if you lose election you will have to be here next week to meet quorum and finish those.  Same night 
first meeting of session 96, consist of swearing in new members and items for future agenda. Receiving two 
agendas as long as still a member. If you are not a member next session, we will miss you its been great 
working with all of you! I want you all to know you have done amazing job. If you announce items for future 
agenda, you will have to have it done by this week. After this week, associateship and committees dissolve. 
Exec committee will be seeing legislation. Food next week. 
Vice Chair’s Report- No report 
Secretary’s Report- Constituent service and office hours due by the end of the month  
Committee Reports- 

o Academic Affairs- We met Monday, we finished investigating business school advising. Business 
school hired two new advisors to fix that, not a lot for us to do that, They are making strides. Still 
working on veteran option on advising forms should happen soon. Still working on student concern 
moderate amount progress on that regarding study abroad fees.  

o Congressional Administration- Saw 3 bills Friday all received a rec of do pass thought they were 
pretty good bills.  

o External Affairs- Did not meet this past week because of Easter. Been emailing about programming 
ideas for November fall presidential elections 

o Human Diversity- We met last Thursday. Working on hate speech  campaign we will be writing up 
legislation for very marginalized groups each members has a group they will be doing research and 
writing legislation over. Going to do campaigns on what qualifies as hate speech to make sure 
everyone feels included on campus- 
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o Problems and Projects- Saw garden support bill gave a rec of do pass, also been looking into a 
parking ticket issue in non ou place, however they can still ticket there. OU can still ticket you even 
in the grass 

o Public Relations- Did not meet this week. Went out on Monday and took paper campaign out to 
students and met with them and talked about congress. Follow us on social media 

o Ways and Means- finished two weeks of primary interviews, will see primary legislation two weeks. 
Emergency interviews on Monday you will see tonight  

Liaison Reports 
Special Orders 
Daniel Pae  I am not running for CAC Chair, different Daniel. Not going anywhere. Today and 
tomorrow is elections of SGA Elections. Please vote and have friends vote. Spoke at Arbor Day 
celebration today. This semester before spring break had inclusivity night where people came 
and spoke about their experience at OU. Very honest and powerful so very proud of that 
successful night. Michael, Austin and Eihab working on. Pre Finals week has been written 
working on making it through FSS. Hoping going to be passed by next semester. Food pantry 
going well, looking at other groupings in OKC also working with Papa Johns, maybe if freshman 
donate canned goods get free pizza. HF working with PR to publicize food pantry.  Hoping for 
one more south oval office before the end of the semester. Will keep you updated. 
Emma and Sean 
Christensen: We bring in speakers every week for thirty freshman to teach them about SGA.. We 
have heard from and went to after hours of Sam noble museum, was cool to see, Jabar VP of 
University community came to meeting and spoke about what his office has done about diversity 
and inclusivity at OU, past week went to CAC debate was exciting, members are excited and on 
campaign team. Rick Dubler going to give workshop on how to give  an effective and good 
resume for them to have available. Co-chair applications out for next years co-chair. Working 
with Leah, Michael to coordinate interviews for those positions. Will be a good and challenging 
decision because of how good everyone is.  
Student Concerns 
Old Business 
Items to Be Considered 
950118 Director Appointment Clarification Act (Mazeitis) (Rec of do pass)  
Elliott sec Elwick 
Mazeitis: Hi everyone, few weeks ago I noticed the language in CA said their shall be a director for every 
department. However, it is up to the pres. So the language says we shall have. This changes up to 
presidents discretion so he can have discretion to appoint directors as he sees fit 
Mee: Changing just working, but SGA President was initially able to decide on candidate? 
Mazeitis: Yes the president should have power. Makes language consistent throughout CA 
Reid: Section 2 sounds awful lot like been kind of assumed president has power to appoint or not appoint 
doesn’t say anywhere that president can just not appoint someone, must be misunderstanding 
Mazietis: Clearly indict vive for President to do as he sees fit 
Reid: Doesn’t say that explicitly and in later title and chapters it does say that they shall appoint these so 
perhaps that the president has not been doing what CA been saying  
Mazeitis: I would content current practice like there is no director of development, I think up to pres and 
its practice been following. Clarification of what we have been doing  
Byron: do you think given up to president discretion what to do or not do you think we need sections 
regarding what departments there are?  
Mazeitis: Beneficial for departments that are always going to be there. So up to president to have those 
departments  
Israel: Right now our president can create any department they want without approval? 
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Mazeitis: No they have to have to have legislative approval 
Sample: Code clarifies what positions available. When president decides what directors to have he or she 
amends the code to fit their term.  This year they felt they did not need to have all of the director positions  
Nguyen: So if this passes then its going to eliminates positions that are not filled.  
Mazietis: No all this is saying up to exec to what positions going to fill. Language made it seem if director 
did not fill all of these departments is in violation of the Code since it says there “shall be” not 
eliminating positions saying president has ability  
Owings: Do you think good idea to not have Code push for a cabinet instead of saying up to them? 
Mazeitis: I think code entitles it that it is up to the president. President should get to decided what their 
exec cabinet looks like. Changes reflect current practices 
Motion to extend time by 5 minute Reid sec Chun  
Kelling: I understand with what Owings asked, my reading of this it says once that president has power to 
establish exec then goes title and title after that that the CA has intent to establish, so why taking aware 
intent CA was  to establish? 
Mazeitis: Intent of CA to codify in case president does want 
Byron: President writes legislation to include their own amendatory version of the directors. I think it 
frivolous. Want he is trying to do put it in the current practice of how it is going, Majority of each 
department is descriptive of the president in term  
Sample: would you say code functions as the bylaws for exec branch? 
Byron: I guess you could make comparison, exec functions differently than bylaws, the executive branch 
used to be three person team now is morphed into a cabinet is completely dependent about what the 
president and vice president are. Large portions of CA good function as that 
Williams: With the possibility of passage of bill is it possible that president could not select a cabinet and 
just be the three of them? 
Sample: In theory yes up to their choice, also keep in mind even though code outlines positons when we 
appoint director they must come and be approved before us. If we think that someone is missing that 
needs to be there then we can say so  
Motion to extend time for questions by 10 minutes William sec Ryana  
Williams: Does it state in code that president have to have a cabinet?? 
Mazeitis: I would go back to section 2 the student president can establish exec positions, to me that says it 
is up to the president. I highly doubt that the president would not have a cabinet. There is no part of CA 
that says there has to be a cabinet. That’s why I found this to be inconsistent with code.  
Reid: Would you say these parts of CA are more of a suggestion and guidelines they know how to 
structure committees should the president choose to do so?  
Mazeitis: I would say if that’s to be true that would make legislation even more important. If needs to be a 
guidelines especially for president to change to fit their needs so language requiring them to have these is 
even more important to change  
Reid: Has Pae been talked to? 
Mazeitis: yes he was okay with it. 
Watts: Is it your understanding that if we add departments still need to codify those? 
Mazeitis: Absolutely.  
Watts: Small thing, would you accept friendly amendment to change word clarify to reconcile?  
Mazeitis: Yes  
Kelling: Looking at section 5 I think it is if going through taking out stuff that shouldn’t be here, this adds 
friendly amendment to remove the student quiz? 
Mazeitis: That has already been done it was just not updated whenever I pulled the code to write my bill, 
but that has been done.  
Motion to move roll call vote Nigh sec Williams  
28-1-0 this bill does pass  
950119 Nomination Clarification Act of 2016 (Sample) (Rec of do pass)  
Israel sec Scott  
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Sample: This legislation is regarding concerns about nominations that have happened in the past. For our 
bylaws during nomination and election process, two week process the second regularly meeting of even 
session and we open nominations all nominates say I nominate so and so this is stating that the nominator 
must be present and the nomination must not be made on behalf of another nominator, and that should a 
nominee not be present at time of nomination they have 24 to alert chair in writing as to whether or not 
they accept. For example, if someone is sick or not apart of body they can accept. Later during election 
nominators give a 2 minute speech and candidates get 5 minutes to speech. If nominator unable to attend 
election meeting, nomination speech is forfeited. So no extra time for candidates platform.  
Reid: As if nominator is sick or not there can they still give up time to them? 
Sample: No it is forfeit so there is not undue benefits that the other candidates do not receive 
Israel: Section 3 is it suppose to be as?  
Scriveners 
Mazeitis: In section 3 subsection c is that 24 hours from the start of the meeting or the end of the 
meeting? 
Sample: Will leave up to chair  
Kelling: So I understand the intent of nominator needing to be present, what about recording speeches if 
nominator cannot attend or skype?  
Sample: At this point in time a fair time of technological issues, due to that I do not believe should be the 
case. I think nominee and nominator should really consider whether or not they will be available during 
that time. I think unfair so should just be forfeit to avoid conditionals that body might object to when 
body comes around 
Consent 
950301 A Resolution Supporting Community Gardens (Cox) (Rec of do pass)  
Israel sec James  
Cox: This resolution is to show support for our garden bill, was originally wanting to show support a for 
another garden, when writing we learned about the other garden, rather than wanting to focus on a new 
garden anted to raise more PR and support for current garden. This encourages team building skills, 
health eating. In comparison to other university OU could do a lot more to show sustainability support. 
Princeton and Virginia Tech gardens are so big they are included in their farmers markets. So help to 
show support and hopefully expand the support 
Meyer: Wondering last whereas clause is it suppose to be a part when individuals say “berry” important 
life long bills? 
Yes 
Watts: Can you explain the first whereas clause? I find it confusing 
Cox: Pretty much going over what the garden is and who the sponsors are 
Watts: The annual 100 volunteers? 
Cox: There to show that they have support, there have been gardens in past that had no support so 
important to show that there actually is an garden 
Williams: This is great! Please explain how to first get involved with the garden?   
Cox: I googled healthy sooners. Link to show all about it. Front desk at huff or email Amy Davenport 
Reid: Are you accepting co-sponsor?  
Yes  
Scott, Elliott, Capehart, Williams, Byron, Nguyen, Chun, Reid, Ryana, James, Thompsons, Israel, 
Sundby, Grunewald, Klima, Mee, Pham, Monolux, Brown, Steward, Zahra, Rains  
Reid: Friendly amendment in 4th whereas clause from gain to grains?? 
Yes 
 Monolux: Is 100 an exact number? 
Cox: Yes  
Mazeitis: Friendly amendment  to whereas clause adding commas and changing wording?  
Yes  
Williams: Would you mind adding a citation for the volunteers? 
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Cox: Yes I will  
Consent J yay gardens  
950505 Emergency Allocation #11 (Cramm) (Rec of do pass)  
Elliott sec Pham  
Cramm: Emergency Allocation 11 we gave 1045 to Oklahoma Precision Dance team for camera speakers 
and costumes. 600 to HASA for food for Miss Hispanic OU and SVA 815 to their last four meeting and 
sooner salute and an outside community building event. Prior to pass 8000 left in the account, after this 
just under 6000  
Mee: for semester or session? 
Cramm: This fiscal year so gone by end of the year  
Owings: If SVA putting up a fence should the money be going to capital investment? 
Cramm: No fence event 
Reid:  What capital investment? 
Cramm: costumes cameras and speakers  
Mazietis: What is precision dance? 
Cramm: Hiphop dance team and they get together with other dance teams  
Watts: So has an RSO ever requested a fence? 
Cramm: Not since I’ve been chair  
Kovach: So for precision dance team? 
Kovach: Why is this in emergency and not in original budget? 
Cramm: They did not request funding  
Motion to move to a roll call vote Capehart sec Ryana 
29-0-0 this bill passes 
950702 An Act Confirming CORE Exec (Pae/Pham/Byron) (Rec of do pass) 
Reid sec Nguyen 
Pae: This confirms CORE Exec members, John President Jonathan Director of Communication 
Alexandria Consultants Director 
Pham: Senior graduating in may. Bought final four tickets!!  
Roger: PR Sophomore,. Facilitating communication within CORE and with external bodies 
Alexandria: Director of Cons. Will was short term and I was long term. We have decided to make 
changes, been great to see consultants come together to make sure right people get put together. My 
favorite color is pink. 
Pham: Hugon will be VP fills in wherever I cant. My job as president is to steer the ship. Mayberry wen 
to ER so he couldn’t make it out. Special Ops director. Plans retreat we have working on leadership 
conference for all student group leaders.  
Reid: What are some plans and vision that you are hoping to move forward with? 
Pham: This year plan on finishing consulting five organization. End of semester giving a presentation on 
what they can do t o sustain growth. Future growths, plan on developing organizations conference to let 
them all come together. Want student leaders to be able to come together and chat 
Reid: Like a career fair? 
Pham: More like a leadership summit best RSOs for certain topics take questions and give advice. 
Coming next semester 
Consent  
New Business 
Follow-Up Reports 
Items for Future Agenda 
Sample: An Act Reforming Park Appeals Board ConAd Pae/Santo 950120 
Cramm: Emergency Allocation 12. 950506 Primary Funding for RSO 960501 Exec Primary for Admin. 
960502 Exec  
Sample: Will be posted tomorrow? 
Cramm: It has to be moved twice 
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Sample: Announce it again at next meeting to make it at correct session  
Watts: Student Initiatives Funds Allocation  
Sample: More info has to be referred to two committees 
Watts: Regarding student fun, a congressional allocation concerns problems and projects not pacman 
something else undecided.  
Sample: discuss after and refer later.  
Watts: A Resolution Concerning Study Abroad 950202 AA 
Watts: A Resolution Concerning the Standard Advising Form 950203  
Announcements and Comments 
Mazeitis: quick reminder, do not campaign in group me!! WE have had a lot of problems with that today.  
Williams: Two announcements, applications for class council are out, apply if you would like too .BSA 
applications exec are also out both on org sync 
Reid: If you order a t-shirt go by Emily’s office, if wanting constituent service one opportunity is dropping by 
flyers we have printed off and taking them to people and talking about congress. School of Drama showing 
the Flick this opening night 7 pm every night except Saturday which is 3pm matinee. Play about movies.  
Mee: LGBTQA advisory board applications out 
Capehart: Tomorrow at 230 Carnegie having coffee with Dr Schumaker she is great, writing a book and 
talking about it. Something edible will be there. 230 at Carnegie 
Watts: Everyone Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, doing new testament marathon Friday-Saturday.  
George: A colleague seeing twitter feeds from paper, emailed me, if they carrot all they will pass this 
resolution.  
Final Roll Call 
Motion to adjourn Reid sec Chun  
 
Chair: Emily Sample 
 

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS 
CONGRESSIONAL SESSION XCIV 

Date 
 

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE  
SENATE SESSION GF-15 

Date 
CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 950118 
SENATE BILL NO. GF15-XX 

 
AS INTRODUCED 

An Act Amending the Code Annotated to Clarify the 
Ability of the SGA President to Exercise Discretion 

in Establishing the Cabinet Directors 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 
Section 1: This act shall be known and may be cited as the “Director Appointment Clarification 

Act” 
Section 2: The purpose of this act shall be to clarify two conflicting standards established for 

the SGA President regarding their ability to autonomously appoint cabinet directors 
in accordance with Title III, Chapter 2, Section 7, Sub-Section a, which states that 
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“The Student President shall have the power to establish Executive Staff Positions, 
to assist him or her in fulfilling his or her presidential duties, with the consent of the 
Legislative Branch. The Student President shall have the sole power to appoint 
personnel to fill these positions.” 

Section 3: AMENDATORY: For the purpose of this Act, deletions shall be indicated with a 
strikethrough and additions indicated with a bold underline 

Section 4: Title III, Chapter VI shall be amended as follow: 
 There shall be a Director of the Interior Should the SGA President decide to 

appoint a Director of the Interior, this individual will be responsible for 
overseeing and coordinating the Office of Student Rights, the Council of Student 
Delegates, the Student Graduation and Retention Task Force, the Office of 
Commuter Networking, the Office of Green Initiatives, the Office of Parking and 
Transit, and overall academic advancement of the student body and the value of the 
University of Oklahoma’s degrees. 

Section 5: Title III, Chapter VII shall be amended as follows: 
 There shall be a Director of Student Organizations Should the SGA President 

decide to appoint a Director of Student Organizations, this individual will be 
responsible for executing the provisions of this act, overseeing and coordinating the 
Offices in the Department, administering the Mandatory Registered Student 
Organization Training, and managing and ensuring the execution of the 
Departmental Purpose. 

 
Section 6: Title III, Chapter VIII shall be amended as follows: 
 The Director shall supervise and direct the administration of the Department and 
 its constituent organs. Should the SGA President decide to appoint a Director of 

Development, this individual will be responsible for supervising and directing 
the administration of the Department and its various subsidiaries. 

 
Section 7: Title III, Chapter IX shall be amended as follows: 

There shall be a Director of Diversity Should the SGA President decide to 
appoint a Director of Diversity, this individual will be responsible for executing 
the provisions of this act, overseeing and coordinating the Offices in the 
Department, and managing and ensuring the execution of the Departmental 
Purpose. 

Section 8: Title III, Chapter X shall be amended as follows: 

There shall be a Director of Communications Should the SGA President decide to 
appoint a Director of Communications, this individual will be responsible for 
overseeing and coordinating the efforts of the Executive Branch pertaining to media 
relations, web communications, graphic design, photography, and other outreach 
initiatives. 

Section 9: Title III, Chapter XI shall be amended as follows: 

There shall be a Director of the Exterior Should the SGA President decide to 
appoint a Director of the Exterior, this individual will be responsible for 
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overseeing and coordinating the Office of City, State, and Federal Legislative 
Relations, as well as overseeing the higher education advocacy efforts of the SGA 
 

Section 10: This act shall become effective when passed in accordance with the SGA 
Constitution. 

Author(s): Jake Mazeitis, University College Representative 
Submitted on a Motion by:   
Action taken by Congress:    
Verified by Chair of Congress:          Date:   
Submitted on a Motion by: 
Action taken by Senate:  
Verified by Chair of Senate:          Date: ______ 
Approved by SGA President:        Date:   
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS 
CONGRESSIONAL SESSION XCV 

March 29, 2016 
 
CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 950119 
 

AS INTRODUCED 
A congressional act amending the Student Congress 

Bylaws, providing for a short title, providing for 
codification, and providing an effective date. 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 
Section 1: This act shall be known and may be cited as the “Nomination Clarification Act of 

2016.” 
Section 2: For the purpose of this Act, deletions shall be indicated with a strikethrough and 

additions indicated with an underline. 
Section 3: Sections 4.1.2 of the Bylaws shall be amended to read as follows: 

c)  NOMINATION.  Officer nominations shall be held in Special Orders during the first 
regular general meeting of each even-numbered session. 

i) A motion approved by a majority of present and voting representatives shall open officer 
nominations. 

ii) The presiding officer shall only accept nominations made by representatives. 

iii) A nominator must be present at the Congress Meeting at the time when nominations 
occur. Nominations may not be made on behalf of another person. 

iv) Should a nominee not be present at the time of nominations, the Chair of Congress will 
notify the nominee of the position they were nominated for as well at the name of their 
nominator. The nominee must submit in writing to the Chair whether they accept or 
reject the nomination to be a candidate within 24 hours of the General Meeting when 
nominations occurred. 

v) A motion approved by a majority of present and voting representatives shall close officer 
nominations. 

vi) Nominators need specify an officer position at this time. 

d) SPEAKING AND QUESTIONS.  Speeches and questions to candidates shall be held in 
Special Orders during the second regular general meeting of each even-numbered session. 

i. Immediately prior to the determination of the speaking order of nominators 
of candidates for a specific office, the presiding officer shall ask said 
nominators which of the candidates nominated at the previous regular 
general meeting shall be candidates for said office.  All duly nominated 
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candidates shall have the opportunity to run for each office. 

ii. Each nominator shall be allowed to speak for two (2) minutes, with the order 
being determined randomly among the candidates for each office. Should a 
nominator be unable to attend the General Meeting where officer elections 
occur, the nominator speech shall not be delivered by another and shall be 
forfeit. 

iii. Each candidate shall be allowed to speak for five (5) minutes immediately 
following the speech of his or her nominator. 

iv. After all candidates have spoken, questions may be directed to all candidates 
for ten (10) minutes.  Candidates shall be limited to two (2) minutes per 
answer. 

v. Follow-up questions shall not be granted. 

 
 
 Section 4: This act shall become effective when passed in accordance with the SGA 

Constitution. 
Author(s): Emily Sample, Chair of the Undergraduate Student Congress 
Co-Author(s):  
Submitted on a Motion by:   
Action taken by Congress:    
Verified by Chair of Congress:          Date:   
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS 
CONGRESSIONAL SESSION XCV 

March 29, 2016 
 
CONGRESSIONAL RESOLUTION NO. 950301 

 
AS INTRODUCED 

A congressional resolution supporting active vegetable and fruit 
gardens that are widely accessible and offer complimentary and 

sustainable produce for students, staff, and faculty. 
 

Whereas: The Healthy Sooners Garden, sponsored by OU Fit + Rec is located 
by the Huston Huffman Fitness Center with one hundred annual 
volunteers; and  

 
Whereas: The University of Oklahoma has made strides toward better sustainability 

practices, and olive the efforts made by the Healthy Sooners Garden are 
worthy of appropriate support and attention; and  

 
Whereas: Accessible campus gardens will lettuce squash issues involving food 

shortages among students while promoting healthy diets; and 
 
Whereas: Students can gain a peeling experience in their fields of study by 

participating in garden efforts whether involved with the Heathy Sooners 
Garden or other various gardens that may grow on campus; and 

 
Whereas: Environmental organizations within The University of Oklahoma, other 

universities, and the community will blossom from vocalized support as 
individuals develop berry important life-long skills if they choose to 
participate in garden efforts; 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
CONGRESS THAT: 
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Section 1: The Undergraduate Student Congress expresses support in the university’s vegetable 
and fruit gardens in order to promote sustainability. 

 
Section 2: Copies of this resolution shall be distributed to:  

President David Boren, University of Oklahoma 

Dr. Amy Davenport, Director of Fitness Recreation 

Author:  Reece Cox, College of Atmospheric and Geographic Science Representative 
 
Co-Author: Taylor Kelling, Chair, Problems and Projects Committee, Life Science 

Representative 
 Brian Owings, Humanities Representative 
 Kaleigh Chance, Associate 
Co-Sponsor: 
Submitted on a motion by:   
Action taken by Congress:  
Verified by Chair of Congress: _________________________________________ Date: 
________ 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS 
CONGRESSIONAL SESSION XCIV 

 
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE 

SENATE SESSION GF-14 
 

CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 950505 
SENATE BILL NO. GF14-XX 

 
AS INTRODUCED 

 
An act relating to appropriations; providing for short 
title; stating purpose; appropriating emergency 
funding for the 2015-2016 process; stating 
appropriation guidelines; establishing expiration 
deadline; directing transfer of unused funds by 
deadline; and providing an effective date. 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION: 
 
Section 1: This act shall be known and may be cited as the “Emergency Allocation #11” Act of 

2016. 
 
Section 2: PURPOSE. The purpose of this act is to appropriate the funds of the University of 

Oklahoma Student Government Association to the organizations mentioned within. 
 
Section 3: APPROPRIATION. The following amounts are hereby allocated to: 
 
 Oklahoma Precision Dance Team 
 Office and General Expenses: $0 
 Capital Investments:  $1,045.00 
 Programs/Events/Activities: $0 
 Total:    $1,045.00 
 

Hispanic American Student Association 
 Office and General Expenses: $0 
 Capital Investments:  $0 
 Programs/Events/Activities: $600.00 
 Total:    $600.00 
 

Student Veterans Association 
 Office and General Expenses: $0 
 Capital Investments:  $0 
 Programs/Events/Activities: $815.00 
 Total:    $815.00 
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Section 4: All guidelines and provisions in the Comprehensive SGA Financial Responsibilities 

Act shall apply to all funds appropriated in this act. 
Section 5: This fiscal year for the account listed in these sections shall end May 4, 2016 
Section 6: All unspent money remaining in the accounts listed in Section 3 shall revert to the 

SGA General Account after May 4, 2016, and the remaining appropriations shall be 
canceled. 

Section 7: This act shall become effective when passed in accordance with the SGA Constitution. 
 
Author:      Matthew Cramm, Chair of SGA Budget 
Co-Author (s): Budget Committee 
Submitted on a Motion by: 
Action taken by Student Congress:  
Verified by Chair of Student Congress:         Date:   
Submitted on a motion by:   
Action taken by Senate:   
Verified by Chair of Senate:                               Date:   
Approved by SGA President:          Date:   
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS 
CONGRESSIONAL SESSION XCV 

March 29, 2016 
 

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE  
SENATE SESSION GS16 

April 10, 2016 
CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 950702 
SENATE BILL NO. GS16-XX 

 
AS INTRODUCED 

An act confirming CORE Executive Team, providing 
for codification, and providing for an effective date. 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 
Section 1: Title: This act shall be known and may be cited as the “CORE Executive Team 

Confirmation Act” 
Section 2: Purpose: To confirm the Executive Team of CORE. 

Section 3: In accordance with Title III, chapter 13, section 78, subsection d of the SGACA, “The 
CORE Executive membership appointed for one academic year beginning with their legislative 
confirmation,” the following students shall be confirmed as members of the CORE Executive 
Team:  

§ John Pham | President                 
§ William Hugon | Vice President                
§ Jonathan Rogers | Director of Communications                     
§ Anthony Mayberry | Director of Special Operations                     
§ Alexandra Cochran | Director of Consultants  

Section 4: This act shall become effective, while in accordance with the SGACA, immediately following 
passage and approval.  

Author(s): Daniel Pae, SGA President         
  John Pham, CORE President        
  Alex Byron, International Studies District Representative  

Submitted on a Motion by:   
Action taken by Congress:    
Verified by Chair of Congress:          Date:   
Submitted on a Motion by: 
Action taken by Senate:  
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Session	95	 Committee	
General	
3-29	 950118	 950505	

		 		 		 		 		
Abney,	Jordan	 AA	 x	 y	 y	
Benjamin,	Morgan	 PR	 X	 		 y	
Brown,	Chelsea	 VC	 X	 y	 y	
Byron,	Alex		 WAM	 X	 y	 y	
Capehart,	Tanner	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Chun,	Bum	Ki	 PR	 x	 y	 y	
Cox,	Reece		 P&P	 x	 y	 y	
Echols,	Ryan	 WAM	 ex	 		 		
Elliott,	Shelby	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Elwick,	Kara	 EA	 x	 y	 		
Grunewald,	John	 EA	 x	 y	 y	
Henderson,	Jenna	 AA	 abs	 		 		
Israel,	Dayten	 HD	 x	 y	 y	
James,	Madison	 P&P	 x	 y	 y	
Kelling,	Taylor	 P&P	 x	 y	 y	
Klima,	Ali	 HD	 x	 y	 y	
Kovach,	Chase	 EA	 x	 y	 y	
Lewis,	Danielle	 ConAd	 ex	 		 		
Long,	Lauren	 WAM	 abs	 		 		
Maher,	James	 AA	 x	 y	 		
Mazeitis,	Jake		 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Mee,	Emily	 HD	 x	 y	 y	
Meyer,	Kyle	 AA	 x	 y	 y	
Nguyen,	Maxell	 PR	 x	 y	 y	
Nigh,	Ryan	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Owings,	Brian	 EA	 x	 n	 y	
Park,	Conor	 AA	 abs	 		 		
Pham,	Daniel	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Rains,	Kaylee	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Reid,	Austin	 PR	 x	 y	 y	
Rengifo,	Rafael	 HD	 abs	 		 		
Ryana,	Naomee	 HD	 x	 y	 y	
Scott,	Cassie	 P&P	 x	 y	 y	
Sparks,	Molly	 PR	 abs	 		 		
Steward,	Sarah	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
Thompson,	Maddy	 ConAd	 x	 y	 y	
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Williams,	Morgan	 HD	 x	 y	 y	
Zahra,	Andi	 HD	 x	 y	 y	
		 		 		 		 		
Attending	 		 31	 29	 29	
Absent	 		 5	 1	 0	
Excused	 		 2	 0	 0	
		 		 		 		 		
	     

 


